THE COMPLETE
GUIDE TO
ORDERING A
FLAT PACK
KITCHEN

Ordering Your Aussie Cut

FLAT PACK KITCHEN

Order Your Aussie Cut Flat Pack
Kitchen in 5 Easy Steps
So you have decided to renovate! When it comes to ordering your DIY Flat Pack Kitchen
project, we understand that it can be equal parts exciting and intimidating. That is why
Aussie Cut is here to help you through the process and make your kitchen renovation as
straightforward as possible. We have identified the key components to a successful DIY
and detailed them here for you to follow. It is as easy as 5 steps to have your Aussie Cut
Flat Pack Kitchen underway. Let us show you how!
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STEP #1

LOOK & FEEL

When creating your custom kitchen, you
have flexibility over the brand, colour
and finish of the materials you choose.
Brand and Colour
Brands of door/drawer fronts and
laminated benchtops include Laminex,
Polytec, Formica and StyleLite.

Material
Important to note is that your choice of material will heavily influence the cost of the kitchen
quote. The entry level material of choice is melamine / laminate board that is cut and edged.
This standard option is the most cost-effective material of choice. Thermo-laminated / Vinyl
wrap is the mid-range pricing option and 2 Pack Painted is the high-end finish available.

Finishes
If your material of choice is Laminate / Melamine, you will need to decide what finish would
you like your kitchen produced in. The options are; Matte, Semi-Gloss, High Gloss or
Textured. If you have selected 2 pack painted or thermo-laminated vinyl, you will need to
decide if you would like flat or profiled panels (e.g. Hamptons style).
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STEP #2

BENCHTOPS

With Aussie Cut, you can easily add
benchtops to your Flat Pack Kitchen order.
Stone vs. Laminate Benchtops
When working with Aussie Cut, you have the option to select a laminated benchtop for
your flat pack kitchen. The brands you can choose from are; Laminex, Polytec, Formica.
If you are looking for a Stone Benchtop, this will need to be sourced directly from a
stonemason. We recommend heading to Designer Stone, just across the road from our
Brendale showroom.
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STEP #3

HARDWARE

We don't skimp on quality hardware, so
that you have a long wearing and durable
kitchen that will last you years to come.
Hardware
When it comes to hardware, we use only
the highest quality from our dedicated
supplier Blum.

Upgrade to Soft-Close
You will have an option for your kitchen draws to be standard or soft-close. There is a price
difference between these two options and both can be quoted for. Blum soft-close hinges and
drawers are a great example of this supplier’s ingenuity and dedication to user convenience.
These clever designs ensure that every cupboard, cabinet and drawer always opens and closes
silently and effortlessly. They cannot be slammed, which helps to prevent kitchen accidents –
especially when children are involved.
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STEP #4

MEASUREMENTS

Basic dimensions of overall width, height
and depth are enough for us to work with
initially to get a quote started.
Rough Measurements
At the quoting stage, it is only necessary to have rough measurements of your space. Detailed
measurements will be required at a later stage but a relatively accurate quote can be provided
based on length and width measurements accompanied by a rough sketch of cabinetry.
During this stage, we ask that you provide a minimum plan view of your required kitchen layout
with rough measurements like the example above. Elevations can be used to show vertical
dimensions and your preferred layout, as shown below.
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STEP #5
SUBMIT YOUR ORDER

Are you ready to order? Here are some ways
you can submit your project to your nearest
Aussie Cut factory.
Order Online
You can now use our online ordering system – goCabinets – to design your project from start to
finish and send your order straight to our factory with just one click. Whether you are looking for
your very own flat pack kitchen or to simply order a few stand-alone cabinets, goCabinets gives
you complete control to design and order your Aussie Cut renovation. Order online HERE.

Submit an Order Form
Our order form includes the opportunity to select your brand, colour, material and finish of the
cabinetry. It will also guide you to make decisions about benchtops and hardware so that these
can be included in the quote. The order form also includes graph paper and details of general
allowances so that you can get a precise quote. You can download our quoting form HERE from
our website and submit it to your nearest Aussie Cut factory; Warana or Brendale.

Call Us or Visit a Showroom
To discuss any of our products, from kit kitchens to commercial furniture, please contact us at
either of our branches using the below contact details. You can visit one of Aussie Cut’s
factories in Brisbane or the Sunshine Coast. Both the Brendale and Warana branch feature
showrooms, and display just some of the great products Aussie Cut have to offer.
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Final considerations for your order are
whether or not you would like your flat
pack; assembled, delivered, or both!
Assembly
Not only do we manufacture made to measure cabinets – we can assemble them too! Our team
of experienced cabinet makers can assemble your cabinets as individual units, to make the
installation process even quicker and easier! Click HERE to read more about our assembly
services.

Local and National Delivery Options
We offer our very own local delivery service and work with a freight company to organise shipping
Australia wide. With our local delivery service we can deliver to your door in as little as five
working days. With two factories in South East Queensland, we offer a local delivery service of the
areas we service with our local delivery. We also now offer a national delivery service through
TNT where you can pick up your Aussie Cut flat pack from a depot. Please visit our website HERE
for our map of local delivery areas and depot locations to find your closest pick up point.
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